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Figure 1: Fluid simulation with our wavelet energy based approach

Abstract

Simulation of SPH fluid with adaptive, multiple-sized particles could improve the performance of simulation while
still retaining dynamic details with high-fidelity visual effects. One key element in adaptive SPH is the criterion
guiding particle splitting and merging. In this paper, we propose a new criterion for adaptively-sampled particle
fluid. Our method is energy-centric. By the analysis of the energy of each particle in the wavelet-transformed
frequency domain, we could detect the turbulent region effectively and accurately because our approach is strictly
physically based and the analysis is not only in spatial domain but also in frequency domain. We split particles
in high turbulent region and merge particles in non-turbulent region dynamically. Since wavelet analysis is an
efficient way to detect turbulent region, unlike previous methods, geometry information such as distance from
particle to fluid surface could be completely ignored in the interest of time performance. By the demonstration, we
show our algorithm could effectively sample regions where more details of flow are required.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Computer Graphics—
Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism

1. Introduction

Fluid simulation necessarily requires very high discretiza-
tion resolution to preserve dynamic details and generate ap-
pealing visual effects. Towards these goals, a high resolution
grid is required in Eulerian grid method, and a very large
number of particles are demanded in Lagrangian Smoothed
Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method. However, increas-
ing the resolution unavoidably gives rise to heavy com-
putational cost. Therefore, it is much more desirable to
only allocate computing resources to regions where com-
plex flow behavior emerges. With the help of octree data

structure, [LGF04] makes highly realistic water behavior, by
adaptively solving the full three-dimensional Navier-Stokes
equations in a grid.

There are also some works addressing this problem in La-
grangian method, especially, the SPH method. By dynami-
cally and adaptively splitting large particles into small par-
ticles and merging small ones into large ones, we could use
large particles to simulate the gross shape of fluid but small
particles to animate turbulent features like splash and wave.
We could sample the turbulent areas according to geome-
try [APKG07], physics [HHK08] or both [YWH∗09].
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In this paper, we propose a new criterion guiding par-
ticle splitting and merging. Our method is strictly physi-
cally based. It may be noted that, [HHK08] is also based
on physics. In [HHK08], Hong et al. used the concept of
Reynolds number as part of criterion. But this Reynolds
number is only computed in spatial domain. In [HHK08],
to detect turbulent region, they should also take the dis-
tance from particle to surface into consideration to assist
guiding. In our method, we use the wavelet-transformed en-
ergy as criterion. Wavelet analysis is an efficient and accu-
rate mathematical tool to analyze data in different scales.
In both [KTJG08] and [MGT∗11], it is used as tool to de-
tect and compensate lost energy to preserve details. To the
best of our knowledge, the work proposed in this paper is
the first attempt to utilize wavelet analysis as a tool to help
guide particle splitting and merging. Since our analysis is
also in frequency domain, we have a more global knowl-
edge about the overall energy and its distribution. We do not
need to take the surface distance into consideration. We just
take the surface particles into consideration and this may not
obviously decrease performance. In [APKG07], [HHK08]
and [YWH∗09], a marching method is always used to com-
pute the distance from particle to surface. This process is
time consuming. In our method, this process is removed.

Since the merging and splitting of particles in different
level of scales may overburden any desktop animation sys-
tem by introducing heavy computational cost, we simulate
the fluid with particles in only two scales. Since we only
have two scales of particles in our simulation, attributes like
kernel length and mass are fixed for particles in each layer.
It is now possible for us to cache these attributes in constant
memory in GPU to facilitate the implementation in CUDA.

Our method has the following contributions:

• We propose a new criterion to guide particle splitting and
merging. This represents the first attempt to use wavelet
analysis to guide particle splitting and merging in adap-
tive SPH fluid simulation. This is mathematically rigorous
because it is based on energy and it is also conducted in
frequency domain. Our method is laid upon a solid foun-
dation in both mathematics and physics.
• We remove the geometry information (i.e., the distance

from particle to fluid surface) from the criterion popularly
used to guide adaptive SPH. Instead, we simply use the
surface particle to assist the splitting and merging. Hence,
our method is totally physically based and it is physically
correct.

2. Related Works

In this part, we will talk about the previous works. Since
our method is a particle based method, we should primarily
discuss the particle based methods that have been developed
previously.

Generally, there are two physically based ways to simulate

fluids, Eulerian method and Lagrangian method. They are
all based on Navier-Stokes equation. Eulerian method solves
the Navier-Stokes equation over a grid. [FM96] were the first
to apply the Navier-Stokes equation to 3D liquid simulation
in computer graphics field for incompressible fluid. But this
algorithm was not stable enough. Later, [Sta99] designed an
algorithm to guarantee the stability of fluid simulation by uti-
lizing a semi-Lagrangian scheme to handle velocity advec-
tion. This algorithm is always stable for arbitrary time steps.
Because of the computational cost of Eulerian method, it is
hard to simulate fluid with a grid in real-time. [CM11] pro-
posed a new Eulerian fluid simulation method in real-time
by utilizing a hybrid grid representation composed of regu-
lar cubic cells on top of a layer of tall cells.

Because of the numerical dissipation introduced in Eu-
lerian method, the particle based Lagrangian methods play
a more and more important role in recent research and the
most promising approach among them are SPH method.
[MCG] were the first to introduce the SPH method to the
simulation of water. Later, the SPH method was extended
to the simulation of interaction between different fluids
[MSKG05] and animation of viscoelastic fluid [CBP05].
There is also research about parallel implementation of SPH
algorithm [HKK07].

Besides fluids, people also simulate smoke by the com-
bination of particle system and grid system method, like
FLIP [ZB05]. By generating some votex particles in the grid
and coupling the particles with grid based on vorticity con-
finement, [SRF05] could improve the turbulent effects for
water, smoke and explosion. [GLHB09] could simulate mul-
tiple speed smoke by simulating the low speed smoke in grid
and high speed smoke in particle system. [CTG10] proposed
an interactive system featuring fluid-driven animation that
could respond to moving objects. It would generate a grid
coupled with the moving object and simulate the smoke near
the object in the grid system. For particles out of the gird, the
smoke would be animated in pure particle system, obscuring
the point at which the fluid simulation ends.

Because energy driven approach is always strictly physics
based in computer graphics, energy based fluid and smoke
simulation is also a hot topic. We could compensate the lost
energy back to the simulation system to preserve the de-
tails. [KTJG08] analyzes the wavelet-transformed energy in
the low resolution grid system in frequency domain and then
synthesizes the wavelet turbulence energy to the high res-
olution grid to preserve turbulence features. Instead of grid
system, [MGT∗11] applied the algorithm in [KTJG08] to the
particle system to conserve the wavelet turbulence energy in
SPH. In [KTJG08], we do not need to transfer the particle
attribute to the auxiliary grid but directly work in the point
cloud. Instead of isotropic noise, [PTC∗10] added the proce-
dural approach based turbulence by generating and advect-
ing turbulence particles based on anisotropic noise. Simula-
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tion based on anisotropic noise could make a more appealing
visual effect than simulation based on isotropic noise.

In particle system, the computing efficiency could be im-
proved by constructing the particle system adaptively. It
can make the distribution computing resources reasonable
and reduce the complexity of calculation. For regions that
do not need to preserve details, fewer particles would be
enough; while for physically and visually important region,
a larger number of particles are required. [DG96] first ap-
plied the adaptive particle system to the simulation of highly
deformable models. [APKG07] analyzed the particle system
based on the extended local feature size to decide when to
split or merge particles. This concept of extended local fea-
ture size is geometry based, but the turbulent regions com-
puted with this method obey the rules in physics. Unlike
[APKG07], which simulates compressible fluid, [HHK08]
could simulate incompressible fluid by the application of
the FLIP [ZB05] algorithm. This method computes the ad-
vection with SPH but analyzes the deformability of fluid
and conserves incompressibility by transferring the parti-
cle attribute value to the auxiliary grid system. [YWH∗09]
sampled the turbulent region based on both geometry and
physics. They introduced the non-uniform particle system
and proposed a generalized distance field function. They uti-
lized the pressure to evaluate the turbulence of fluid based on
physics. Thus, the auxiliary grid is not required. [SG11] pre-
sented a two-scale particle method based on the idea to sim-
ulate distinct particle sizes in individual but coupled simula-
tions. Since traditional adaptive SPH method is not hardware
based, [ZSP08] presented a new GPU-friendly algorithm for
weakly compressible adaptive SPH.

Compared to other topic, research works on adaptive par-
ticle fluid simulation is not many. Therefore, we propose en-
ergy based adaptive SPH method in this paper. Our method
is physically based. We also separate the concepts of kernel
and radius. We use particle kernel to handle interaction be-
tween particles and particle radius to handle collision with
boundary and obstacles.Unlike [HHK08], it is not only in
spatial domain but also in frequency domain. Figure 1 is the
example generated with our approach.

3. SPH Model

We first introduce the basic knowledge of SPH fluid simula-
tion. SPH is an interpolation method for particle system. In
SPH, the fluid is composed of a set of particles with inter-
particle forces such as pressure and viscosity computed at
the position of a particle by a smoothing kernel. We de-
fine field quantities, such as velocity and density, at discrete
particle locations anywhere in space. Instead of original at-
tribute value, we use the smoothed attribute value to guide
particle behavior. We can interpolate a scalar quantity A at
location r by a weighted sum of contributions from all neigh-

boring particles with equation (1):

AS(r) = ∑
j

A j

ρ j
W (r− r j,h) (1),

where j is the index of all neighboring particles, m is the
mass of particle, r is its position, ρ the density, A the field
quantity at position r and h is the kernel length of the parti-
cle.

Function W (r,h) is the radial kernel function which is
used to compute the smoothed field quantity according to
the contribution from neighbors. For more details about SPH
method and its kernel functions, please check [MCG].

Generally, the governing force equation of SPH is as fol-
lows:

FTotal = FPressure +FViscosity +FExternal (2).

The total force applied on each particle is the sum of
forces from pressure, viscosity and other external forces like
gravity and surface tension. After we get the total force, we
compute the acceleration of each particle with the following
equation:

ai =
FTotal

ρi
(3).

According to [MCG], the equation to compute density is:

ρi(r) = ∑
j

m jW (r− r j,h) (4).

Based on the constant gas equation, we could yield the
pressure for each particle:

p = κ(ρ−ρ0) (5),

where ρ0 is the rest density of fluid. The equations for pres-
sure force and viscosity force are:

FPressure
i =−∑

j
m j

pi + p j

2ρ j
∇W (r− r j,h) (6),

FViscosity
i = µ∑

j
m j

v j− vi

ρ j
∇2W (r− r j,h) (7).

4. Adaptive Particle Fluid Simulation

In this section, we will describe our algorithm to simulate
fluid with adaptive two scale particles.

4.1. Wavelet Energy

In [APKG07], the splitting and merging of particles are
based on geometry. In [HHK08] this process is based on
physics, that is, the deformability of fluid. Our method is
also based on physics. In previous adaptive SPH paper, peo-
ple primarily use their algorithm to detect the region with
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high deformability. The highly deformable regions are al-
ways near the surface of fluid. We would like also detect
turbulent region in the inner fluid.

In such scenarios, details are everywhere. Therefore, we
propose a new adaptive SPH method based on wavelet-
transformed energy in our paper. By the combination of par-
ticle energy and surface particle together, we propose new
criteria for particle splitting and merging.

In the filed of physics, we use the following equation to
compute the energy of particle:

Ei =
1
2

mv2 (8).

However, this equation is only in spatial domain. To de-
tect the region where the turbulence will occur, we analyze
the energy in both spatial and frequency domain. Fourier
transform is one solution to obtain information in both the
spatial and frequency domains. [KTJG08] solved this prob-
lem by utilizing a wavelet transform to compute the wavelet-
transformed energy of each grid cell. [MGT∗11] analyzed
the energy distribution in a particle system in both spatial
and frequency domain with wavelet-transformed energy. In
the particle system, a grid does not exist that can explicitly
define the neighborhood value. They directly determine the
wavelet transform û of the velocity field u and the energy
spectrum ê of e, at a scale s by taking a weighted sum of
neighboring particles and using the SPH method. We could
use the following equation in [MGT∗11] to compute the
transformed velocity in frequency domain:

ûi =
1√

sψsum
∑

j
u jψ(

xi− x j

s
,

yi− y j

s
,

xi− z j

s
) (9),

where û is the wavelet transform of velocity u, s is the
wavelet scale, ψ is the mother wavelet function and

ψsum = ∑
j

ψ (10).

We use Mexican hat wavelet as the mother wavelet. Figure
2 is the graph of Mexican Hat wavelet function. We are the
first attempt to apply this equation to guide adaptive particle
fluid simulation. The reason we use wavelet is that it has
very solid foundation in mathematics and physics and it is
proved that wavelet analysis can provide us with accurate
global knowledge of data.

In [MGT∗11], the computation of wavelet-transformed
velocity is only with particles of one scale. But we have
particles in two scales in our work. The equation to com-
pute wavelet-transformed velocity in this paper is the same
as in [MGT∗11]. We use different scale s for particles in dif-
ferent size. s is usually the same as the kernel length h. After
generating the transformed velocity, we compute the energy
in frequency domain with:

êi =
1
2

miû
2
i (11).

Figure 2: Mexican Hat Wavelet

Figure 3: Energy distribution in 2D

Figure 3 is the energy distribution generated with the
equation (11). The red particle is in high energy level and
blue one is in low energy level. Figure 4 is the energy distri-
bution in 3D. As both figures show, the wavelet-transformed
energy in frequency domain could indicate the turbulent re-
gion.

Figure 4: Energy distribution in 3D

Fluid surface is the place where details always occur.
Since energy could accurately help detect where is turbu-
lent, we do not need to take the surface distance into con-
sideration. We just use particles on the fluid surface to assist
particle splitting and merging. We directly apply the method
in [MCG] to our algorithm. In [YWH∗09], Yan et al. first
compute the surface particle and then calculate the depth
value for all particles with marching method. Since this is
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time consuming and we could detect turbulent regions with
our energy-centric analysis, we only take the surface parti-
cles into consideration.

As in [MCG], the surface of fluid can be founded by using
an additional field quantity which is 1 at particle location
and 0 the everywhere else. We call this the color field. The
equation for the smoothed color field c is:

ci = ∑
j

m j

ρ j
W (ri− r j,h) (12).

The gradient of the smoothed color field is:

n =∇ci (13),

and its normalized scalar field is |n|. Given a threshold l, if
|n| is larger than the threshold l, the particle is on the fluid
surface.

Since we are able to detect both high energy particles and
surface particles, we could establish our criterion to guide
particle splitting and merging. By combining the high energy
particles and surface particles together, we get the following
equation:

Di = α · ê+β · |ni| (14),

α and β are user defined coefficients. For each particle i, if
D is larger than a threshold k1, we may split the particle into
small particles. If D is smaller than another threshold k2, we
may merge small particles into one large particle. We use
different threshold to guide particle splitting and merging
because we hope to avoid the unstable oscillation between
merging and splitting. k1 > k2.

4.2. Two Scale SPH Equation

Since we now have particles in two scales in our particle
system, we could not use the original SPH interpolation
equation in [MCG]. We extend the interpolation equation
in [APKG07] to our algorithm. We use the same equation
in [MCG] to compute the density for the particle. However,
we modified the constant gas equation as follows to calculate
pressure:

ρ = κ((
ρ

ρ0
)3−1) (15)

Since two particles in different scales have different ker-
nel length and mass, we modify equations in [APKG07] as
follows:

FPres
i =−∑

j
m jmi(

pi

ρ2
i
+

p j

ρ2
j
)(
∇W (xi j,hi)+∇W (xi j,h j)

2
)(16),

and

FVisc
i = µ∑

j
ViV j(v j−vi)

∇2W (xi j,hi)+∇2W (xi j,h j)

2
(17),

with V = m
ρ

the particle volume.

4.3. Merging and Splitting

We use similar method as in [HHK08] to merge and split
particles. However, in this paper, we separate the concepts of
kernel length and radius of particles. We use kernel length to
compute the interaction between particles, such as SPH in-
terpolation and wavelet transform. To handle boundary con-
dition, we use the value of particle radius. Based on our ex-
periment, equations in [HHK08] may not strictly guarantee
the conservation of volume. It is only theoretically based.
Therefore, we modify the equations in [HHK08] a little.

When merging a group of particles, the new particle is
placed at the center of gravity of the original particles. We
can compute the mass, kernel length, position and velocity
of the newly created particle i from all neighbor particles j
by:

mi = ∑
j

m j ri = 3

√
∑

j
r3

j hi = ε 3

√
∑

j
h3

j

xi =
∑ j x jV j

∑ j V j
ui =

∑ j u jV j

∑ j V j

where r is the particle radius and h is the particle kernel
length. We use user defined ε to reconcile the sub-particle
kernel length to avoid the obvious change of volume.

Unlike merging, the splitting of a large particle is per-
formed by creating a new set of n particles. Usually, n is
2, 4 or 8. In our demo, we use n = 4. With a larger n we
could generate better visual effect. The mass, kernel length,
radius length and velocity of each new particle are computed
by the following equations:

m j =
mi

n
εh j =

3

√
h3

i
n

r j =
3

√
r3

i
n

u j = ui

There are multiple ways to determine the position of the
new generated sub particles. We choose to place them ran-
domly at the position within the radius of the original large
particle. For more details on particle splitting and merging,
please check reference [HHK08].

We summarize the algorithm in Algorithm 1.

5. Implementation and Result

We have implemented our SPH simulator with C++ and
CUDA in GPU. All examples in this paper are implemented
on a machine with two 2.67 GHZ Core i5 CPU, 2.92 GB
memory and NVIDIA NVS 3100m graphics card with 16
cores. After extrapolating the surface triangular mesh with
marching cube, we render the fluid with POV-Ray.

We show three examples in Figure 5, Figure 6 and Fig-
ure 7. In each figure, the pictures on the left are examples
rendered directly in particles. Red particles are in large scale
and yellow particles are in small scale. One large particle
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Algorithm 1 Wavelet based Adaptive SPH
1: Compute the density for each particle with equation (4).

2: Compute the pressure for each particle based on con-
stant gas equation (15).

3: Compute the smoothed pressure for each particle based
on equation (16).

4: Compute the smoothed viscosity force for each particle
based on equation (17).

5: Compute the surface value and surface tension for each
particle [MCG].

6: Compute velocity based on the total force applied to par-
ticle.

7: Compute the wavelet-transformed energy for each par-
ticle in the frequency domain.

8: Adaptively split and merge particles. For each particle
we get D based on (14). If D > k1, we split the particle.
If D < k2, we merge the particles.

9: Advect the particle to the new position.

is equivalent to four small particles. For high-turbulence re-
gion, we split the large particle into four small particles. In
non-turbulence region, we merge four small particles into
one large particle. In Figure 5, we simulate the fluid with
8000 large particles according to the original SPH algorithm
[MCG]. In Figure6, we adaptively split and merge particles
according to our algorithm in this paper. We initially have
about 32k small particles and the number of particles keeps
changing during the simulation. We set n as 4. For particles
that fulfill the criteria of splitting, we may split each particle
into four small particles. For particles fulfill the requirement
of merging, we may merge four small particles into one large
particle. And in Figure 7, we simulate the fluid with origi-
nal SPH method directly with about 32k small size particles.
Merging and splitting will not happen during simulation.

In Figure 5, since we use only 8000 large particles, fea-
tures like splash are not obviously. We could only simulate
the gross shape and behaviour of fluid. After we increase the
number of particles to 32k in Figure 7, we could have fea-
tures like wave and splash. But simulation with large number
of particles is time consuming, compared to example in Fig-
ure 5. In Figure 6, we adaptively merge and split particles.
Compared to Figure 5, the visual effect in Figure 6 is ef-
fectly improved. And there is no obvious visual difference
between Figure 6 and Figure 7. High-fidelity visual details
are preserved. We could see the large red particles under
yellow particles in Figure 6. Even without taking geome-
try into consideration, we are still able to effectively detect
high-turbulence area.

Table 1 lists the performance statistics of our simulations.
In Figure 5 the FPS is about 20. In Figure 7, after we increase
the number of particles to 32k, the FPS becomes 0.7. In Fig-
ure 6 the FPS is about 2.3. Therefore, our method is able

to improve the performance of simulation while preserving
details. Table 2 lists the parameter values in our simulation.

We also show the simulation of falling water ball with
our algorithm in Figure 8 and Figure 9. In Figure 8, fluid is
directly rendered as particles. In Figure 9, fluid is rendered
with POV-Ray. For the case of falling water ball, our algo-
rithm could also effectively and accurately detect where we
need to split particles and where we need to merge particles.

Simulation Particles FPS(s)
Figure5 8000 20
Figure6 32k 2.3
Figure7 32k 0.7

Table 1. Simulation Statistics

6. Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a novel technique for particle based fluid
simulation that uses refinement and simplification based
on wavelet-transformed energy. We use both the wavelet-
transformed energy and surface particles to guide the parti-
cle splitting and merging. We first attempt to guide adaptive
particle fluid simulation in an wavelet-transformed energy
driven approach. Since we use wavelet to analyze energy dis-
tribution, our method is strictly physically based. Even with-
out involving the distance from particles to fluid surface, our
method could accurately detect where to split particles and
where to merge particles. With demonstrations in different
cases, we show that our method could improve the perfor-
mance of simulation while preserving high quality visual de-
tails. However, the analysis in our method is only isotropic.
We hope to extend our method in the future with anisotropic
analysis.

Simulation Parameters
Large kernel length 1.2
Large particle mass 1.0
Large particle radius 1.2
ε (Adaptive coefficient) 1.5
Gravity value -4.0
Rest density 0.5
Gas constant coefficient 1.0
Viscosity 1.0
Time step 0.1
α (Energy coefficient) 1.0
β (Surface coefficient) 1.5
k1 (Splitting threshold) 1.0
k2 (Merging threshold) 0.6
Simulation World 32 × 16 × 16
n (Adaptive number) 4

Table 2. Simulation Parameters
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Figure 5: The example implemented in original SPH [MCG] method with 8000 large particles.

Figure 6: The example implemented in our algorithm. There are initially 32k small particles. Splitting and merging are enabled.
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Figure 7: The example implemented in original SPH [MCG] method with 32k small particles.

Figure 8: Simulation of falling water ball in our algorithm with 32k initial small particles
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Figure 9: Rendered simulation of falling water ball in our algorithm with 32k initial small particles
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